
[Excerpts from Lotería Remedios by Xelena González] 

 

27) EL CORAZÓN 

“what is stronger than the human heart, 

which shatters over and over, and still lives”  

– rupi kaur  

 

El corazón is the first and last sign of life for as long as we have these bodies. Treat 

your heart with kindness every day, even in small ways. Take this moment to hold 

your heart and to marvel at its music – at how steady the source of life really is.  

 

Let’s get to the heart of the matter: it is a common saying, but how deep are we 

willing to go? This corazón has been pierced, so it is possible we are dealing with 

buried heartache – be it your own or someone else’s. When you are able to treat your 

heart tenderly – to accept it with all its wounds and bruises – you become more aware 

of the hearts of others. And in this way, we help one another heal. 

 

A reverse reading of this card may mean you are finally on the mend from a broken 

heart. Or there has been physical healing from a heart condition. It could also indicate 

el corazón swelling for someone new or familiar to you. Has the arrow of Amor 

finally found its target? Whether or not romance is involved, remember how good it 

feels to love. Practice saying “I love you” to someone you hold close in your corazón. 

This is true heart medicine for all. 

 

  



 

42) LA CALAVERA 

“Life’s true face is the skull.”  

– Nikos Kazantzakis 

 

This is the end of a particular road for you. Maybe it is time to seek a new path, 

professionally or personally. Is there a relationship (or hope for one) that no longer 

nourishes you? Of course, it could be that someone in your circle has recently 

transitioned from the living world, as we know it. Whatever the case, remember that 

all beings and all matters reach their end. If accepted as a natural cycle, death can 

become less devastating and disruptive. 

 

Still, it is vital to mourn your loss in a way that offers you release and eventual peace. 

Grief unexpressed can become stuck within, decaying into an emotional poison over 

time. An important reminder: There is nothing weak about crying; it is the gentlest 

way to cleanse your spirit.   

 

La calavera drawn in reverse can signify a triumph over death. Today is not the day 

that death has come for you, so celebrate the life you have while it is yours. This could 

also signal an unexpected turn of events. What you thought was a roadblock on your 

path could actually be a new beginning.  

  



 

43) LA CAMPANA 

“The moment we choose to love we begin to move towards freedom,  

to act in ways that liberate ourselves and others.”  

– bell hooks 

 

La campana sings for sorrows and celebrations alike. A subtle shift in tone and pace 

can make our heart swell with joy or sadness. Take time to recognize a momentous 

occasion, an important announcement, or a meaningful turn of events.  

 

Likewise, la campana marks the passage of time, possibly symbolizing for you a shift 

in course or a new chapter in your story. Whether you’re ready or not, change is 

time’s constant companion. So take hold of the rope that rings the bell and find joy in 

welcoming a new day. 

 

For some, the bell is seen as a symbol of liberty. If drawn in reverse, this card could 

be calling your attention to a matter where freedoms are being thwarted or where 

things don’t ring quite true. Waste no time in tending to business or alleviating matters 

to the best of your ability. Perhaps it is you who needs to sound the bells, as a helpful 

alert or act of advocacy. 
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